Committee 3 Arts and Sciences Approved Recommendations

1. Recommends changing the current AA degree in Mathematics to an AS degree in Mathematics.

2. Recommends adding course prefix CMIS for courses taught in the Creative Media Industries Institute.

3. Recommends changing the name of the AA in Foreign Languages to an AA in World Languages and Cultures.

4. Recommends changing degree name and prefix for Speech (SPCH) at Georgia State and Communication (Comm) at Georgia Perimeter to Speech Communication (SCOM).

5. Recommends that Georgia State University renegotiate the RETP (Regent's Engineering Transfer Program) agreement with Georgia Tech University.

6. Recommends that the appropriate college and university committees adopt the Area F designations for the 50 program in the Arts and Sciences (list available upon request).

7. Recommends that the appropriate college curriculum committees adopt the list of consolidated courses (available upon request).

8. Recommends changing GPC prefix for computer science (CSCI) to CSC.

9. Recommends changing degree name for Film and Video at Georgia State and Film at Georgia Perimeter to Film and Media for both campuses. Accordingly, change degree prefix to FLME.

10. Recommends that GSU Consolidation Committee refer to the appropriate body the issue of computer lab space to accommodate Computer Science offerings downtown and Journalism offerings on Perimeter College campuses to accommodate additional hours of instruction needed for the proposed streamlined GSU/GPC Area F program.